Caidan College of Heralds
c/o Tiffany Horton
(661)247-5581
dolphin@sca-caid.org
Minutes of the March 5, 2017 Meeting
Meeting commenced at 11:15 AM.
In attendance were: Paul Crescent, Estrith Dolphin, Ariana Trident, Eridana Ambre, Arianna Seraph, Damian
Sable Fret, Brianna Je Nell Golden Rose, Ardgal Silver Mace, Manus Battlement, and Keinvyrd Gold Forest.
Meeting schedule for 2016/2017: Apr 9, May 14, June 11 at Collegium, July 9, Aug 20, Sept 10, Oct 15, Nov 19,
Dec 3.
Approved submissions were forwarded to Laurel on the March 20, 2017 Letter of Intent.
From Crescent:
• Congratulations to Cormac Beare who will be stepping up as Wreath King-of-Arms at KWHSS in June.
• Thank you to Brianna Je Nell Golden Rose for stepping in as Exchequer for the College. And thank you
to Ariana Trident for her service as Exchequer.
• The Cash Sheet needs to be filled out with all submissions before the meeting. If submissions are not the
sheet, we may bump it to the following meeting.

March Submissions
Amber Dragon Wyck – Kingdom Resub Device. Per saltire Or and argent, a dragon couchant , a base
engrailed purpure.
The submitter's original device submission of Per pale gules and argent, a chevron between a decrescent, an
increscent, and a dragon couchant contourny, all counterchanged, was returned by the Caid College of Heralds at
their December 2016 meeting for conflict with Per pale gules and argent, a chevron between two compass stars
and a talbot's head erased counterchanged (Cnut Ragnarsson, Oct 1991, Middle). There is a single DC for the
change of type of secondary charges. This redesign clears that conflict.
Appearing in internal commentary as Per saltire Or and argent, a dragon couchant purpure, Master Bruce noted
"Likely conflict with the device of Adriana inghean Labhrain mhic Fhionghuine (reg. April 2004 via Calontir),
Quarterly argent and Or, a dragon dormant, wings inverted and addorsed, purpure. One DC for the field; nothing
for couchant vs dormant. I strongly suspect nothing for the wings, in which case this is a conflict."
The submitter added the base invected to clear this conflict prior to the decision meeting
Submitted by Ardgal, Silver Mace
Device approved and forwarded to Laurel

Cecilia Medici - New Badge. Per fess purpure and vert, New World pineapple transfixed by a sword proper.
This badge is to be associated with her alternate persona name Cecil Smiter Swayne registered July 2016.
There is a step from period practice for the use of a New World pineapple.
Submitted by Damien, Sable Fret
Badge approved and forwarded to Laurel

Cristobal Santiago Barba de Alcaçar - New Name.
Submitter desires a masculine name.
No major changes.
Cristobal is a masculine given name found in “Given names 16th Century Spanish Names Masculine Given
Names” by Elsbeth Anne Roth with 7 examples of Cristobal
heraldry.sca.org/names/spanish/male-given-alpha.html
Santiago is found as a masculine given name in 1574 with 2 examples on “16th Century Spanish Names” by
Elsbeth Anne Roth http://heraldry.sca.org/names/spanish/male-given-alpha.html
Santiago de Esquivel (1574, V.3454), El Licenciado Santiago del Riego (1574, V.3570)
Barba is a descriptive byname meaning “bearded?” found in in “Spanish Names from the Late 15th Century” by
Juliana de Luna (http://heraldry.sca.org/names/isabella/surnames-other.html)
de Alcaçar is a locative byname with 1 example from 1540 on “Late-Period Spanish Men's Names from Seville”
by Sara L. Uckelman (http://www.ellipsis.cx/~liana/names/spanish/silversmiths.html)
The pattern given+byname+locative and late period double given names is attested in SENA Appendix A, Iberian
Originally as submitted this name had been documented with 2 descriptive bynames, Cristobal Santiago Barba
Alcaçar. Alcaçar was then found as a locative place name and name changed to match documentation with
submitter’s permission
Submitted by Damien, Sable Fret
Name approved and forward to Laurel

Dawn Blackmoon - New Name & New Device. Per pale argent and sable, three roundels and a mountain
counterchanged.
All docs are found in familysearch.org records in late and grey period England
Dawn is found as a feminine given name dated to 1573

Dawn Jacobe Female Christening 10 Jul 1573 Father Water Jacob C00813-3
https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:N6LZ-3P1
Blackmoon is a constructed Inn Sign with color and heraldic charge. Name elements are dated to Black 1598 and
Moon 1588
Moon is a period heraldic charge found in Mistholme http://mistholme.com/?s=moon
From the Sept 2016 LoAR Henrik Blackwing:
The pattern [color] + [object] is found in Margaret Makafee's "Comparison of Inn/Shop/House names
found London 1473-1600 with those found in the ten shires surrounding London in 1636."
http://www.contrib.andrew.cmu.edu/~grm/signs-1485-1636.html . The objects used in inn signs are
usually heraldic charges, such as an anchor or a cross. "English Sign Names," by Mari ingen Briain meic
Donnchada (http://medievalscotland.org/kmo/inn/) contains examples of inn sign names rendered as
single words, such as Grayhorse and Whytehorse.
Black
Lucas Black Male Christening 1598 ELSWORTH, CAMBRIDGESHIRE, ENGLAND Mother
Black C13053-2 https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:N824-WNT

Helena

Moon
Elizabeth Moon Female Christening 05 May 1588 SAINT LAWRENCE POUNTNEY,LONDON,
LONDON,ENGLAND Father Edward Moon C02163-2 https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:NLFN-RY2
Submitted by Eridana, Ambre
Name approved and forward to Laurel
Device approved and forward to Laurel.

Edward Senestre and Mora de Buchanan – Kingdom Resub Badge. Per pale vert and purpure, a boar's head
cabossed and in base two talons argent.
The submitters' previous badge (Fieldless) A boar's head cabossed per pale vert and purpure, armed argent was
considered by the Caid College of Heralds at their October 2016 meeting but was withdrawn by the submitters.
Submitted by Paul, Crescent
Badge approved and forward to Laurel

Eirikr Bjørnsson - New Name & New Device. Sable, on a pale bretessed between two phoenixes argent a
partisan vert.
Submitter desires a masculine name.
No major changes.
Language and culture unspecified most important.

Eirikr is found as a masculine given name in Geirr Bassi pg 9 and is found on St Gabriel report #2566 as a
masculine given name found dated to 1469 in Iceland http://www.panix.com/~gabriel/publicbin/showfinal.cgi?2566+0
“Another good possibility is late medieval or renaissance Iceland or Norway. The
specific spelling
<Eirik> occurs in 1343 in Norway and 1469 in Iceland. The similar
<Eirick> was recorded in Iceland in
1499 [8, 9].”
[8] Lind, E.H., _Norsk-Isla:ndska Dopnamn ock Fingerade Namn fra*n Medeltiden_
(Uppsala &
Leipzig: 1905-1915, sup. Oslo, Uppsala and Kobenhavn: 1931), s.nn.
Eiri/kr, Marteinn.
[9] Kruken, Kristoffer, ed. _Norsk personnamnleksikon_, 2nd ed. (Oslo: Det Norske
1995), s.nn. Martinus, Martin.

Samlaget,

Bj{o/}rnsson
Bj{o/}rnsson Gunnfridur Bjornsson Female Birth Date 1621 GAULVERJABAER,
ARNESSYSLA, ICELAND Father Bjorn Gaulverjabaer C49138-2
https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:FGPX-PY8
Submitted by Damien, Sable Fret
Name approved and forward to Laurel
Device approved and forward to Laurel.

Elena Bogsveigir - New Name & New Device. Per pale purpure and sable, on a fess wavy argent between three
pawprints argent two arrows in saltire purpure.
Submitter desires a feminine name.
No major changes.
Language (unspecified) most important.
Appearing in internal commentary as Elena Moimir, submitter changed the name to something documented.
Elena is found as a Russian feminine name in Paul Goldschmidt's Dictionary of Period Russian Names
(http://heraldry.sca.org/names/paul/e-f.html) meaning "light" and dated to 1145
Bogsveigir is an Old Norse byname appearing in Geir Bassi p. 20 meaning “bow-swayer, archer.”
Per SENA Appendix A Russian and Scandinavian languages are compatible
Appearing in internal commentary as Per pale purpure and sable, a pawprint and on a fess wavy argent, two
arrows inverted in saltire purpure the emblazon was changed by the submitter prior to the meeting
A pawprint is a SPFF
Submitted by Damien, Sable Fret
Name approved and forward to Laurel
Device approved and forward to Laurel.

Feodor Tyresson - New Name & New Device. Per saltire azure and sable, a wolfs head cabossed and in chief
two ravens respectant argent.
Feodor is found as a late period Russian male given name from Paul Wickenden. Meaning “God’s gift” Feodor
Ivanovich', governor of the Kaianskii ratia. 15th Century. [Gra 311] http://heraldry.sca.org/names/paul/e-f.html
Tyresson is a constructed Scandinavian matronymic based on the Scandinavian female given name Tyre found
on family search in Sweden in grey period as a feminine given name
Tyre Palsson Gender Female Christening 09 Sep 1649 GUMLOSA,KRISTIANSTAD,
C40078-https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:V7P8-G8N

SWEDEN

Tyre Torsdotter Female Christening 01 Jan 1649 HALMSTAD, MALMOHUS, SWEDEN
Father
Tor Svendsson Mother Anne Clemidzdr C40162-2
https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:V7YR-HZK
-esson
Nicolaus Tynnesson
Male Christening 11 Jan 1634 Västerås, Västerås, Västmanland, Sweden
Father Tynne Skomakare C04362-2
https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:V7BG-F6L
Erik Arfuesson Male Christening 14 Nov 1650 Västerås, Västmanland, Sweden
Father Arfue Persson C04360-6 https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:V7BG-6L7
Submitter is good with either Tyresson or Tyreson
SENA Appendix A allows construction of patronymic or metronymic in later Scandinavian names, instructions
found in Geirr bassi.
Per SENA Appendix A Russian and Scandinavian languages are compatible
Submitted by Eridana, Ambre
Name approved and forward to Laurel
Device approved and forward to Laurel.

Garrick Thomas Attwell - New name and New Device. Purpure, a wolf's head erased ululant to sinister ermine,
orbed gules, in chief two decrescents, a chief embattled argent.
All name elements are found in familysearch records as English names between 1589 and 1590.
Garrick is a surname used as a given name
Marie Garrick Female 12 Oct 1589 EXMINSTER,DEVON,ENGLAND Father Edward Garrick
C05054-1 https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:N5WB-Z9J
Thomas is found as a masculine given name
Adams Male Christening 07 Mar 1590 NEWTON BY CAMBRIDGE,CAMBRIDGE,ENGLAND
George Adams C13080-1, https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:NKJJ-5QJ

Attwell is a surname
Johanna Attwell female christened Calne, Wiltshire, England1590. 1274 IGI C39064-2
https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:N2CD-FQC
SENA Appendix A specifically allows double given names in late period English
Precedence allows late and grey period surnames to be used as given names by precedent. [Alton of Grimfells,
4/2010 LoAR, A-East].
The device has been withdrawn by the submitter.
This was a late submission and does not appear on an internal LoI
Barony of Angels
Name approved and forward to Laurel
Device withdrawn by the submitter.

Gunnarr von Lichtenberg - New Name & New Device. Per pale azure and Or, on a Demi-eagle head to sinister
a St Catherine's wheel counterchanged.
Gunnarr is a masculine given name in found in 1644 in Iceland in familysearch records
Gunnar Brandsson Male Birth 1644 HOLL I BOLUNGAVIK,ISAFJARDARSYSLA,ICELAND
Father Brandur Holl C49094-2 https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:FGPN-L2J
von Lichtenberg is a locative byname found in late period German. It is a area of now Berlin and also a
castle,schloss, about 40 miles south of Frankfurt and found in a 1566 book found at
https://books.google.com/books?id=4cZUAAAAcAAJ&dq=von+lichtenberg&source=gbs_navlinks_s.
Submitted by Eridana, Ambre
Name approved and forward to Laurel
Device withdrawn by submitter

Gyldenholt, Barony of - New Badge Association. (Fieldless) An oak leaf Or, overall two arrows in saltire azure.
This submission is to be associated with Archery Guild.
The badge was registered in September 1991. The attached letter states:
We, Ilia Aleksandrovich and Vitasha Ivanova doch', Baron and Baroness of Gyldenholt, do request that the badge
(Fieldless) An oak leaf Or, overall two arrows in saltire azure be designated as the Archery Guild badge. Done by
our hand this 9th day of February AS 51 and 2017 by the common reckoning.
It is signed by the Baron, Baroness, and Gold Forest with both SCA and legal names
Badge association approved and forward to Laurel

Gyldenholt, Barony of - New Badge Association. (Fieldless) On a hurst Or, four crescents conjoined in saltire,
horns outward, azure.
This submission is to be associated as the Populace badge
The badge was registered in July 1996. The attached letter states:
We, Ilia Aleksandrovich and Vitasha Ivanova doch', Baron and Baroness of Gyldenholt, do request that the badge
(Fieldless) On a hurst Or, four crescents conjoined in saltire, horns outward, azure be designated as the populace
badge. Done by our hand this 9th day of February AS 51 and 2017 by the common reckoning.
It is signed by the Baron, Baroness, and Gold Forest with both SCA and legal names
Badge association approved and forward to Laurel

Gyldenholt, Barony of - New Badge Association. Azure, a tree Or, in chief two swords in chevron proper
This submission is to be associated with Baronial Levy
The badge was registered in August 1988. The attached letter states:
We, Ilia Aleksandrovich and Vitasha Ivanova doch', Baron and Baroness of Gyldenholt, do request that the badge
Azure, a tree Or, in chief two swords in chevron proper be designated as the Baronial Levy badge. Done by our
hand this 9th day of February AS 51 and 2017 by the common reckoning.
It is signed by the Baron, Baroness, and Gold Forest with both SCA and legal names
Badge association approved and forward to Laurel

Gyldenholt, Barony of - New Badge Association. Or, a cauldron sable within a bordure azure.
This submission is to be associated with Cooking Guild
The badge was registered August 2012. The attached letter states:
We, Ilia Aleksandrovich and Vitasha Ivanova doch', Baron and Baroness of Gyldenholt, do request that the badge
Or, a cauldron sable within a bordure azure be designated as the Cooking Guild badge. Done by our hand this 9th
day of February AS 51 and 2017 by the common reckoning.
It is signed by the Baron, Baroness, and Gold Forest with both SCA and legal names
Badge association approved and forward to Laurel

Gyldenholt, Barony of - New Badge Association. Per chevron azure and Or, three oak leaves counterchanged.
This submission is to be associated with Baronial Sergeantry
This badge was registered in December 1987. The attached letter states:

We, Ilia Aleksandrovich and Vitasha Ivanova doch', Baron and Baroness of Gyldenholt, do request that the badge
Per chevron azure and Or, three oak leaves counterchanged be designated as the Baronial Sergeantry badge. Done
by our hand this 9th day of February AS 51 and 2017 by the common reckoning.
It is signed by the Baron, Baroness and Gold Forest with both SCA and legal names.
Badge association approved and forward to Laurel

Gyldenholt, Barony of - New Badge Association. Per chevron Or and azure, two hunting horns bells to center
vert and a hurst Or.
This submission is to be associated with Newcomers
The badge was registered in June 1991 and the blazon was corrected in July 1996. The attached letter states:
We, Ilia Aleksandrovich and Vitasha Ivanova doch', Baron and Baroness of Gyldenholt, do request that the badge
Per chevron Or and azure, two hunting horns bells to center vert and a hurst Or be designated as the Newcommers
badge. Done by our hand this 9th day of February AS 51 and 2017 by the common reckoning.
It is signed by the Baron, Baroness, and Gold Forest with both SCA and legal names
Badge association approved and forward to Laurel

Irial mac Mael Eoin – New Name.
The submitter desired a masculine name and allows no changes, though he explicitly allows changes in
capitalization if they are necessary. Submitted as Irial Mael Eoin the name was changed to Irial mac Maoil Eoin
with the submitter’s permission.
Irial is a masculine given name found in Mari Elspeth nic Bryan’s “Index of Names in Irish Annals”
(http://medievalscotland.org/kmo/AnnalsIndex/Masculine/Irial.shtml), where it is shown as the Early Modern
Gaelic nominative form of the name. Annals’s dates are 1396, 1461, 1462, 1467, 1471, 1473, 1475, 1485, 1486,
1487, 1491, 1500, 1588.
Mael Eoin (Máel Eoin) is a masculine given name found in Mari Elspeth nic Bryan’s “Index of Names in Irish
Annals” where it is shown as the Middle Irish Gaelic nominative form with Annals’ dates of 916, 929, 931, 1025,
1125, 1200, 1232, 1243. The Early Modern Irish Gaelic nominative form is Maol Eoin and the genitive is Maoil
Eoin.
Gaelic does not allow unmarked patronymics and the submitter does not allow any changes. In discussions with
Jeanne Marie Blue Mountain after the meeting, the submitter allowed the change to Irial mac Maoil Eoin as
required by Gaelic grammar.
This was a late submission and does not appear on an internal LoI.
Submitted by Jeanne Marie, Blue Mountain.
Name approved and forward to Laurel

Kathryn of Caledonia - New Name & New Device. Vert, on a schnecke issuant from sinister chief Or masoned
sable in sinister chief a poppy flower affronty gules seeded Or.
Submitter desires a feminine name.
Language (Unspecified) most important.
Culture (Unspecified) most important.
Kathryn is found as a common Scots feminine name in late period with 2 examples listed here from 1558 & 1583
Kathryn Karnage female, married 1558, Scotland. Batch no. M11387-4
https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:XY3J-33P
Kathryn Page female, christened 1583, Scotland. Batch no. C11426-2
https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:XYC3-4LW
of Caledonia is a late period Scottsish place name meaning Scotland. By precedent registered on the Feb 2013
LoAR states:
Laurentia of Caledonia
This name was documented as a Latin name, but cannot be registered as such. The
byname of
Caledonia is not Latin, as it uses the English preposition of. To be derived
from a Latin place name, the
name would need to use the lingua Anglica allowance, which requires the use of the modern name for the place.
Metron Ariston was able to redocument the name as late period English and Scots. She dated
Laurentia to England in 1558, 1563, and 1564 (all from the IGI Parish Record
extracts). Caledonia as a
grey period term for Scotland is found in the online Dictionary of the Older Scots Language (for example in the
phrase "The countrey of Caledonia or Scotland (according
to the old topographie)." Thus, this can be
registered as submitted.
Having a charge on a schnecke is a SFPP, but is the only one in the design
Barony of Western Seas
Name approved and forward to Laurel
Device approved and forward to Laurel

Klaus Axelsson – Laurel Resub Device. Quarterly azure and vert, a duck displayed maintaining an ax and a
mallet argent
The submitter's original design was returned by Laurel Sept 2016
Klaus Axelsson. Device. Azure, a duck displayed maintaining an axe and hammer argent.
From
the return: This device is returned for conflict with the device of Francesca of Bright Angel: Azure, a dove
displayed, head elevated argent. There is one DC for the addition of secondary charges. There is no additional DC
for changing the type of bird in the displayed posture as neither of them is in their default posture.
There is a step from period practice for use of a bird other than an eagle in the displayed posture.
This addresses the reason for return by an additional DC for change in field
Submitted by Eridana, Ambre
Device approved and forward to Laurel

Livith filia Organa - New Name & New Device. Argent, in pale a skull and a vol sable.
Submitter desires a feminine name.
Originally submitted as Livith Organa, the name was changed to a marked matronymic., to match documentation
with the submitters permission
Both name elements are found in Dictionary of English Surnames Part Three: The Names H-Z Talan Gwynek,
http://heraldry.sca.org/names/reaneyHZ.html
Livith is a feminine English given name dated to the 14th Century.
Organa is a feminine English given name dated to 1325.
Originally submitted as Livith Organa with an unmarked matronymic which was not done with Latin
matronymics so filia was added with the submitter’s permission.
Submitter originally submitted Argent, a death head within a pair of conjoined wings sable that is in conflict with
Jeremy of the East (reg. Jan 2004 via the East), Argent, a skull sable. One DC, for adding the secondary group.
Emblazon changed with the submitter’s approval.
Submitted by Eridana, Ambre
Name approved and forward to Laurel
Device approved and forward to Laurel

Magnus Capon – Kingdom Resub Name
Submitter's previous name resubmission Tanikawa no Reishi was most recently returned by the Caid College of
Heralds at their July 2014 meeting for lack of documentation.
Magnus is found as an English masculine given name dated to 1578
Magnus Soles Male Christening 1578 Christening SAINT MICHAELS, BISHOPS
STORTFORD,
HERTFORD, ENGLAND C07217-2 https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:NKW3-W4H
Capon is found as an English surname dated to 1568
Edward Capon Male Christening 08 Aug 1568 KINGS LANGLEY, HERTFORD, ENGLAND
Richard Capon C04813-2 https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:ND7D-QBD
Submitted by Eridana, Ambre
Name approved and forward to Laurel

Olaf Svenson - New Device. Or, a portcullis azure and on a chief sable two maltese crosses argent

Father

This name does not appear to be registered anywhere. Submitter has been contacted and will be submitting name
next month.
Barony of Western Seas
Device returned for lack of name

Sadhbh inghean Uí Chongaile - New Name & New Device. Sable, a bull's head cabossed within an orle argent
Submitter desires a feminine name.
No major changes.
Language (Irish 1475) most important.
Culture (Irish 1475) most important.
Meaning (Unspecified) most important.
Submitted as Sadhbh inghean Uí Conghal and changed to conform to the rules of Gaelic grammar.
Sadhbh is an Early Modern Gaelic feminine given name found in "Index of Names in Irish Annals” by Mari
Elspeth nic Bryan http://medievalscotland.org/kmo/AnnalsIndex/Feminine/Sadb.shtml
Congal is a Middle Irish Gaelic masculine given name found in "Index of Names in Irish Annals” by Mari
Elspeth nic Bryan http://medievalscotland.org/kmo/AnnalsIndex/Masculine/Congal.shtml The genitive form is
Congaile ,which when lenited becomes Chongaile.
“Quick and Easy Gaelic Names” by Sharon L. Krossa notes that the formation for an Irish woman’s clan affliation
byname is “<single given name> inghean Uí <eponymous clan ancestor's name (in genitive case & always lenited
unless starting with a vowel)>”
Barony of Western Seas
Name approved and forward to Laurel
Device approved and forward to Laurel

Sigvaldi Langspathi - New Name & New Device. Sable, a tree eradicated between three valknuts and a bordure
argent.
Sigvaldi is a Norse male given name found in Geirr Bassi, p. 14.
The December 2010 Cover Letter permits the registration of simplified forms of Old Norse names using 'th' in
place of 'ð’.
We believe that the combination of Lang (long), found in Geirr Bassi, p. 25, and spaði (swordspade), found in
Geirr Bassi, p. 28, is a constructed byname similar to langaspj{o'}t meaning "long-spear"
Originally submitted as Sigvaldi Langspadi with d and not ð and submitter was contacted and allows the change
to th
Submitted by Ardgal, Silver Mace

Name approved and forward to Laurel
Device approved and forward to Laurel

Skallagrimr Ulfheðinn - New Badge. Per pale gules and Or, four wolves' teeth, two and two, counterchanged.
OSCAR finds the name registered exactly as it appears in June of 2016, via Caid.
There is a SPFF for only having two teeth.
The internal LoI had style issues and was redrawn by the submitter prior to the decision meeting.
Submitted by Ardgal, Silver Mace
Badge approved and forward to Laurel

Tabitha Leah of Samarra - New Household Name & New Badge. Galenswoode. Argent, a tree proper leaved
azure between in base two lions rampant and addorsed sable.
OSCAR finds the name registered exactly as it appears in September of 1996, via Caid.
Galenswoode as a household name with no designator
The badge was redrawn by the submitter prior to the decision meeting.
Submitted by Ardgal, Silver Mace
Household name withdrawn by the submitter for further work
Badge approved and forwarded to Laurel

Tyne MacPhersone and Logan Black Rune – New Household Name. House of Indigo Rose
The submitters will allow no changes.
The pattern follows House of <person’s full name is allowed per March 2013 Cover Letter.
English household names are often derived from personal names. As with other household patterns in
English, the pattern is X('s) House or House of X, not House X. Household names derived from people's
names in English take a couple of forms. The most common household name uses the individual's full
name, like þe hous of Julyane huxster or sir Henry Percy house (both period examples from Sharon
Krossa's "A Brief, Incomplete, and Rather Stopgap
Article about European Household and Other
Group Names Before 1600" (http://medievalscotland.org/names/eurohouseholds/). The same pattern is
found using household as the designator.
Indigo is an English masculine given name found in familysearch dated to 1610
Indigo Bennett, son of Indigo Bennett, chr 9 Mar 1610 and buried 16 Mar 1610 in Devon,
England C05197-1, https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:JMTC-Y5J
Rose is an English surname found in familysearch dated to 1616

Richard Rose christened 16 Mat 1616 in Cambridge, England C13047-2,
https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:N82S-7BS and many other examples.
This was a late submission and does not appear on an internal LoI
Submitted by Jeanne Marie, Blue Mountain.
Household name approved and forward to Laurel

Una Lufe - New Name & New Device. Per pale purpure and Or, a heart voided counterchanged
no boxes checked
Both name elements are found in familysearch records in late and grey period English names with multiple
examples 1 each given here both dated to 1588
Una is found as an English feminine given name
Una Bigryge Female Christening 30 Jan1588 SAINT BEES,CUMBERLAND,ENGLAND
Father
Robti Bigryge C03686-2, https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:JM86-K9D
Lufe is found as an English surname
Thomas Dainell Spouse Em Lufe 05 Nov 1588 Haddenham, Cambridge, England
M13816-1
https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:NVCJ-D56
Submitted by Eridana, Ambre

Name approved and forward to Laurel
Device approved and forward to Laurel

Urbana Prima - New Name & New Device. Argent, four pomegranates conjoined in cross stems to center,
gules, slipped and leaved vert, seeded Or.
Both name elements are found in familysearch records with multiple late and grey period Spanish examples dated
to 1579 and 1565 respectively
Urbana
Juan Sandallo Spouse Urbana Musgo 06 Sep 1579 San Benito,Miranda De Arga,Navarra, Spain
M89547-1 https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:FFLB-Z3L
Prima is a Spanish late period surname found in familysearch records
Geronima Paula Prima Female Christening 10 Oct 1565 SANTA MARIA DEL PINO,
BARCELONA, SPAIN Father Juan Prima Mother Refela C88917-1
https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:VWDC-9TL
Submitted by Eridana, Ambre. Many thanks to Ariana for the this wonderful emblazon
Name approved and forward to Laurel
Device approved and forward to Laurel

BARCELONA,

Valeran do Pico - New Augmentation of Arms. Quarterly embattled gules and Or, in the first quarter a cross
formy Or charged with a cross pointed gules and in the fourth quarter a mountain with four peaks couped Or and
for augmentation on an escutcheon azure a mariner's astrolabe Or
Valeran de Pico was granted an Augmentation by Their Majesties Patrick and Kara 2012-10-20 Caid
Early precedent that does not seem to have been overturned:
[A mariner's astrolabe] Lord Green Anchor has provided ample documentation for this form of astrolabe,
dating it to c.1480. Visually, it differs from an astronomer's astrolabe in the large cutout areas (so the
wind won't keep blowing it aside and make readings more difficult). Where the astronomer's astrolabe is
visually a roundel with diapering, the mariner's astrolabe is visually a wheel with diapering (Vincent
McThomas, October, 1992, pg. 5)
We believe that there is an SC between a roundel and a mariner’s astrolabe, thus the augmentation is clear of the
flag of Palau, Azure, a bezant (Sept 1995, Laurel).
Barony of Western Seas
Augmentation approved and forward to Laurel

Valeran do Pico - New Blazon Change. Quarterly embattled gules and Or, in the first quarter a cross formy Or
charged with a cross pointed gules and in the fourth quarter a mountain with four peaks couped Or
OSCAR finds the name registered exactly as it appears in June of 1981, via Caid.
Currently in the O&A as Quarterly embattled gules and Or, in the first quarter a cross formy Or charged with a
cross pointed gules and in the fourth quarter a mountain with four peaks Or, the blazon is missing the fact that
the mountain is couped.
Request for reblazon approved and forwarded to Laurel

Wilhelm Skallagrimsson and Nestor the Horse Breaker - New Badge. Gules, a gorgon's head cabossed Or
within a bordure Or semy of torteaux.
Badge approved and forward to Laurel

